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The PCS ProblemThe PCS Problem
““It is our assessment It is our assessment 
that statethat state--ofof--thethe--art art 
power conversion power conversion 
technology is not technology is not 
capable of converting capable of converting 
the low voltage, high the low voltage, high 
current dc quantity into current dc quantity into 
a high voltage, low a high voltage, low 
current ac quantity current ac quantity 
within the target cost of within the target cost of 
$40/kW and acceptable $40/kW and acceptable 
availability numbers.availability numbers.””
----Ralph Ralph TeichmannTeichmann, GE, GE

Artist’s depiction of FutureGen

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
The SECA program has developed a $40/kW cost goal for the 5kW inverters. That cost goal has been met with more skepticism in 300 MW SECA program as part of the FutureGen project, because of the extensive adaptations for the larger scale. The power conditioning system will need to raise power from below 1kV to 18kV with an efficiency as high as 99%, in addition to other as-yet-unspecified requirements.
Following a meeting on May 10 to discuss power conversion issues for SECA, Ralph Teichmann of GE articulated it well when he said that our minimum cost goals were not achievable with the current technology. Other experts in research and industry have agreed with that sentiment, but a higher cost goal for the MW SECA program was set to $100/kW. With the right technological developments, that goal may be met and surpassed.�



Production ScaleProduction Scale

““Why not just useWhy not just use
many kWmany kW--scalescale
inverters?inverters?””
Translation: modular topology?Translation: modular topology?

DC Bus SECA interconnection
Burak Ozpineci, ORNL

Cascade multilevel inverter
Fang Peng, MSU

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
The problem of production scale, i.e. “If we can reach the cost goal for kW SECA then why not for MW SECA?” results in an obvious follow-up question: Why can’t we use many kW-scale converters in a power plant?
That is not realistic for several reasons, including voltage level and footprint, but it does translate to a possible solution- a modular topology. If the PCS is made of many small identical units that can be mass produced, then the production scale problem will be reduced. This may mean modular DC-DC converters, modular DC-AC inverters, or a combination of the two.
Will modularity solve the production scale issue, or is scale a problem we can resolve at all?�



Voltage StepVoltage Step--up and Isolationup and Isolation
Step up stack voltage (<1kV) to 18kV for Step up stack voltage (<1kV) to 18kV for 
grid, and provide galvanic isolationgrid, and provide galvanic isolation

Conventional vs. SolidConventional vs. Solid--state transformerstate transformer

ABB autotransformer Jason Lai’s (VA Tech) DC-DC 
converter for kW SECA

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Can we do without a DC-DC converter to save cost, or is a solid-state hf tranformer a cost-effective option?
Safety requires that there be galvanic isolation somewhere in the system, but does it matter which type of transformer is used?�



StorageStorage
Fuel cells have slow response to changing Fuel cells have slow response to changing 
loadload
•• Tenths of seconds vs. millisecondsTenths of seconds vs. milliseconds
•• The fuel flow rates cannot be adjusted rapidly The fuel flow rates cannot be adjusted rapidly 

and the internal chemistry must reach and the internal chemistry must reach 
equilibrium before the cell can support equilibrium before the cell can support 
increased loadincreased load

Auxiliary powerAuxiliary power
is needed foris needed for
startstart--up and toup and to
power controlpower control
signalssignals

Prasad Enjeti, Texas A&M

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Fuel cells have a slow response to load changes, so it cannot move along the I-V curve as quickly as the load will require. This is a problem we will probably need to solve with storage, in addition to the need for start-up and control system auxiliary power.
Battery or capacitor storage will be a necessary aspect of the design for several reasons, but how much and what kind of storage will we need?�



Ripple & Power QualityRipple & Power Quality

ThreeThree--phase harmonic cancellationphase harmonic cancellation

Ripple reduction in DCRipple reduction in DC--DC converterDC converter

Prasad Enjeti

Texas A&M

Nikolaus Schibli

EPFL

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
The power quality requirements have not been specified for the MW-scale SECA program. Ripples can seriously damage fuel cell stacks on the source end and motors on the load end.
If a three-phase topology is used, many of the harmonics will be cancelled, but if each phase is produced separately then a ripple reduction technique may need to be implemented in a DC-DC converter stage.
Will one of these techniques, or other methods be necessary to maintain power quality?�



Efficiency ImprovementsEfficiency Improvements

Advanced materials (i.e. Advanced materials (i.e. SiCSiC) and ) and 
switch technology (i.e. IGCT)switch technology (i.e. IGCT)

Soft switching and high frequencySoft switching and high frequency

1200V IGBT w/SiC Schottky
Jim Richmond, Cree

ABB IGCT
Prasad Enjeti, Texas A&M

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
There are plenty of advanced technology methods to improve efficiency, and we are asking for a very high efficiency. Are new devices like the silicon carbide diodes and switches or the integrated gate commutated thyristor feasible within our cost constraints?
Similarly with soft switching techniques: they would certainly improve efficiency and reduce size, but are they worth it for the added cost?�



Reliability, Durability, &Reliability, Durability, & 
Thermal ManagementThermal Management

Minimum reliability and durability Minimum reliability and durability 
requirementsrequirements

Component temperature limitsComponent temperature limits
Fairchild semiconductor

From Wikipedia

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
The reliability and durability of the PCS will depend on the topology and components we choose. We need to determine those requirements for the system before designing the system. The operating temperature may also be an important, because the hotter the system can operate the more efficient it will be.�



FootprintFootprint

An issue?An issue?
High frequency to reduce passive High frequency to reduce passive 
componentscomponents

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Footprint and power density are big issues for the fuel cells themselves, but they may not be an issue at all for the PCS because of the relative size of electronics. Is this a design elements we should consider at all?�



Answering The QuestionsAnswering The Questions

Discuss these issues as they arise Discuss these issues as they arise 
todaytoday
EE--mail me: mail me: 
Edward.Jones@hq.doe.govEdward.Jones@hq.doe.gov
EE--mail anyone, keep the discussion mail anyone, keep the discussion 
goinggoing

mailto:Edward.Jones@hq.doe.gov
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